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Quantum Measurements with Dynamically
Bistable Systems

M. I. Dykman

Abstract Periodically modulated nonlinear oscillators often display bistability of
forced vibrations. This bistability can be used for new types of quantum measure-
ments. They are based on switching between coexisting vibrational states. Since
switching is accompanied by a large change of the amplitude and phase of forced vi-
brations, the measurements are highly sensitive. Quantum and classical noise plays
dual role. It imposes a limitation on sensitivity in the familiar regime of a bifurca-
tion amplifier. On the other hand, it makes it possible to use abistable modulated
oscillator in a new regime of a balanced dynamical bridge. Wediscuss the switching
probabilities and show that they display scaling with control parameters. The criti-
cal exponents are found for different types of bifurcationsand for different types of
noise.

1 Introduction

Bistability of vibrational states in modulated systems andfluctuation-inducedswitch-
ing between these states have attracted much attention recently. Experiments have
been done on such diverse systems as electrons [1] and atoms [2, 3] in modu-
lated traps, rf-driven Josephson junctions [4, 5], and nano- and micromechanical
resonators [6, 7, 8, 9]. These systems have small vibration damping, the quality fac-
tor may reach 104− 105. Therefore even a comparatively small resonant field can
lead to coexistence of forced vibrations with different phases and amplitudes. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1, which refers to a simple model relevant to many of the afore-
mentioned experiments: an underdamped nonlinear classical oscillator driven close
to resonance, with equation of motion
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q̈+ ω2
0q + γq3+2Γ q̇ = AcosωF t. (1)

Here,q is the oscillator coordinate,ω0 is its eigenfrequency,Γ is the friction coeffi-
cient,Γ ≪ ω0, andγ is the nonlinearity parameter. The frequency of the modulating
field ωF is assumed to be close toω0. In this case, for comparatively small modu-
lation amplitudeA, even where the oscillator becomes bistable its forced vibrations
are nearly sinusoidal,q(t) = acos(ωF t + φ) [10].

Fig. 1 Bistability of a nonlin-
ear Duffing oscillator (1). The
solid lines show the squared
amplitude of forced vibra-
tions as a function of the
squared amplitude of the driv-
ing force. At the bifurcational
valuesA2

B1,2 one of the stable
vibrational states disappears. A
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The dynamic bistability of the oscillator is advantageous for measurements. The
idea is to make the oscillator switch between the states depending on the value of
the parameter to be measured. Switching leads to a strong change in the system that
can be easily detected, leading to a high signal-to-noise ratio in a measurement. This
has been successfully used for fast and sensitive measurements of the states of dif-
ferent types of Josephson junction based qubits, includingquantum non-demolition
measurements [4, 5, 11, 12].

So far the experiments were done in the bifurcation amplifiermode, where the
control parameter is swept through a bifurcation point (forexample, the field ampli-
tudeA was swept throughAB2, see Fig. 1). The position of the bifurcation point, i.e.,
the value ofA where switching occurs, depends on the state of the measuredqubit.
However, instead of happening for a certainA, as expected from Fig. 1, switching
happens at random within a certain parameter range ofA nearAB2.

The randomness of the switching field is a consequence of fluctuations in the
oscillator. They lead to switching even before the control parameter reaches its bi-
furcational value. This is analogous to activated switching out of a potential well
studied by Kramers [13]. However, in the case of an oscillator the stable states are
not minima of a potential, and there is no static potential barrier that needs to be
overcome. Switching of a modulated oscillator is an exampleof metastable decay
of systems far from thermal equilibrium, the phenomenon of abroad interest.

Theoretical analysis of metastable decay requires developing methods for cal-
culating the decay probability and finding out whether decaydisplays any universal
system-independent features, like scaling dependence on the control parameters. For
classical systems, scaling of the decay rate was indeed found for systems close to a
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bifurcation point, both in the cases of equilibrium [14, 15,16] and nonequilibrium
systems [17, 18, 19]. In the latter case a scaling crossover may occur as the system
goes from the underdamped to overdamped regime while approaching the bifurca-
tion point [20]. Such crossover occurs also for quantum tunneling in equilibrium
dissipative systems [21].

In this paper we study decay of metastable vibrational states in quantum dissi-
pative systems close to bifurcation points [22]. This is necessary for understand-
ing the operation of a modulated oscillator in the regime of abifurcation amplifier.
We show that at low temperatures decay occurs via quantum activation. This is a
specific process that has no analog in systems in thermal equilibrium [23, 24]. As
tunneling, quantum activation is due to quantum fluctuations, but as thermal activa-
tion, it involves diffusion over an effective barrier separating the metastable state.
As we show, near a bifurcation point quantum activation is more probable than tun-
neling even forT → 0. We find that the decay rateW scales with the distance to the
bifurcation pointη as | lnW | ∝ ηξ . The scaling exponent isξ = 3/2 for resonant
driving, cf. Eq. (1). We also consider parametric resonancein a nonlinear oscilla-
tor and show that in this caseξ = 2. In addition,| lnW | displays a characteristic
temperature dependence.

2 Quantum Kinetic Equation for a Resonantly Driven Oscillator

The Hamiltonian of a resonantly driven nonlinear oscillator is

H0(t) =
1
2

p2 +
1
2

ω2
0q2 +

1
4

γq4−qAcos(ωF t). (2)

The notations are the same as in equation of motion (1),p is the oscillator momen-
tum. We assume that the detuningδω = ωF −ω0 of the modulation frequencyωF

from the oscillator eigenfrequencyω0 is small and thatγ δω > 0, which is necessary
for bistability; for concreteness we setγ > 0.

It is convenient to switch fromq, p to slowly varying operatorsQ,P, using a
transformation

q = Cres(QcosωF t + PsinωF t), p = −CresωF(QsinωF t −PcosωF t) (3)

with Cres = (8ωFδω/3γ)1/2. The variablesQ,P are the scaled coordinate and mo-
mentum in the rotating frame. They are canonically conjugate,

[P,Q] = −iλ , λ = 3h̄γ/8ω2
F δω . (4)

The parameterλ plays the role of the effective Planck constant. We are interested in
the semiclassical case;λ is the small parameter of the theory,λ ≪ 1.

In the rotating wave approximation the Hamiltonian (2) becomesH0 = (h̄/λ )δω ĝ,
with
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ĝ ≡ g(Q,P) =
1
4
(Q2 + P2−1)2−β 1/2Q, β = 3γA2/32ω3

F (δω)3 (5)

(in the caseγ,δω < 0 one should useg→−g,H0 →−(h̄/λ )δω g). The functiong is
shown in Fig. 2. It plays the role of the oscillator Hamiltonian in dimensionless time
τ = t|δω |. The eigenvalues of ˆg give oscillator quasienergies. The parameterβ in
Eq. (5) is the scaled intensity of the driving field. For weak damping the oscillator is
bistable provided 0< β < 4/27. The Heisenberg equation of motion for an arbitrary
operatorM is Ṁ ≡ dM/dτ = −iλ−1[M,g].

Q
P

g
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Fig. 2 Quasienergy of a resonantly driven nonlinear oscillatorg(Q,P) (left panel) and its cross-
section by the planeP = 0 (right panel). The plot refers toβ = 1/270 in Eq. (5). Thin horizontal
lines in the right panel show (schematically) quasienergy levels for quantized motion around the
local maximum ofg(Q,P). In the presence of dissipation the states at the local maximum and
the minimum ofg(Q,P) become stable. They correspond, respectively, to forced vibrations with
small and large amplitudea in Fig. 1. The arrows in the right panel show relaxation to thestate
of small-amplitude vibrations, tunneling from this state with constant quasienergyg, and quantum
activation. The latter corresponds to quantum diffusion over quasienergy away from the metastable
state, which accompanies relaxation [23, 24].

We will consider two major relaxation mechanisms of the oscillator: damping
due to coupling to a thermal bath and dephasing due to oscillator frequency mod-
ulation by an external noise. Usually the most important damping mechanism is
transitions between neighboring oscillator energy levels. They result from coupling
linear in the oscillator coordinate. Since the energy transfer is ≈ h̄ω0, in the ro-
tating frame the transitions look instantaneous. Phenomenologically, the resulting
relaxation may be described by a friction force proportional to velocity, as in (1).
Microscopically, such description applies in the case of Ohmic dissipation, i.e., cou-
pling to Ohmic bath. However, we do not have to assume that dissipation is Ohmic.
The only assumption needed for the further analysis is that the density of states of
the reservoir weighted with the interaction be smooth in thefrequency range, which
is centered atω0 and has a width that largely exceedsΓ , |δω |.

We will assume that the correlation time of the noise that modulates the oscil-
lator frequency is also short compared to 1/|δω |, so that the noise is effectively
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δ -correlated in slow timeτ. Then the quantum kinetic equation is Markovian in the
rotating frame. It has a familiar form (cf. [25])

ρ̇ ≡ ∂τ ρ = iλ−1[ρ , ĝ]− Γ̂ ρ − Γ̂ phρ , (6)

whereΓ̂ ρ describes damping,

Γ̂ ρ = Γ |δω |−1[

(n̄+1)(â†âρ −2âρ â†+ ρ â†â)+ n̄(ââ†ρ −2â†ρ â+ ρ ââ†)
]

, (7)

andΓ̂ phρ describes dephasing,

Γ̂ phρ = Γ ph|δω |−1[

â†â,
[

â†â,ρ
]]

. (8)

Here,Γ andΓ ph are the damping and dephasing rates, ˆa = (2λ )−1/2(Q+ iP) is the
oscillator lowering operator, and ¯n = [exp(h̄ω0/kT )−1]−1 is the oscillator Planck
number. In the classical mean-field limit one can obtain from(6), (7) the same equa-
tion of motion as Eq. (1) in the rotating wave approximation.

In what follows we use dimensionless parameters

Ω = |δω |/Γ , κph = Γ ph/λΓ . (9)

We assume thatκph<
∼1. This means that the intensity of phase fluctuations may be

comparable to the intensity of quantum fluctuations associated with damping, which
is ∝ λΓ , see below, but thatΓ ph ≪ Γ .

Metastable decay was studied earlier for additively and parametrically driven
oscillators atT = κph = 0 where there is detailed balance [26, 27, 28], and the
lowest nonzero eigenvalue ofρ was studied numerically in Ref. [29]. However, the
T = κph = 0 solution is fragile. It can change exponentially stronglyalready for
extremely smallT,κph [23, 24]. The analysis [23, 24] revealed the mechanism of
quantum activation over a quasienergy barrier, but the results referred to the case
where the damping-induced broadening of quasienergy levels is small compared to
the typical interlevel distance. This condition necessarily breaks sufficiently close to
a bifurcation point where the level spacing becomes small asa consequence of the
motion slowing down.

3 Wigner Representation

The analysis of metastable decay near a bifurcation point can be conveniently done
in the Wigner representation,

ρW (Q,P) =
∫

dξ e−iξ P/λ ρ
(

Q+
1
2

ξ ,Q−
1
2

ξ
)

, (10)
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whereρ(Q1,Q2) = 〈Q1|ρ |Q2〉 is the density matrix in the coordinate representation.
Using Eqs. (4)-(10) one can formally write the equation forρW as a sum of terms
proportional to different powers of the effective Planck constantλ ,

ρ̇W = −∇ · (KρW )+ λ L̂(1)ρW + λ 2L̂(2)ρW , (11)

whereK = (KQ,KP) and∇ = (∂Q,∂P). VectorK determines evolution of the density
matrix in the absence of quantum and classical fluctuations,

KQ = ∂Pg−Ω−1Q KP = −∂Qg−Ω−1P. (12)

This evolution corresponds to classical motion

Q̇ = KQ, Ṗ = KP. (13)

The conditionK = 0 gives the values ofQ,P at the stationary states of the oscillator
in the rotating frame.

The termL̂(1) in (11) describes classical and quantum fluctuations due to damp-
ing and dephasing,

L̂(1) = Ω−1
[(

n̄+
1
2

)

∇2 + κph(Q∂P −P∂Q)2
]

. (14)

These fluctuations lead to diffusion in(Q,P)-space, as seen from the structure of
L̂(1): this operator is quadratic in∂Q,∂P.

The termL̂(2) in (11) describes quantum effects of motion of the isolated oscilla-
tor,

L̂(2) = −
1
4

(Q∂P −P∂Q)∇2. (15)

In contrast toL̂(1), the operator̂L(2) contains third derivatives. Generally the term
λ 2L̂(2)ρW is not small, becauseρW varies on distances∼ λ . However, it becomes
small close to bifurcation points, as shown below.

3.1 Vicinity of a Bifurcation Point

From (12), (13), for given reduced dampingΩ−1 the oscillator has two stable and
one unstable stationary state in the rotating frame (periodic states of forced vibra-

tions) in the rangeβ (1)
B (Ω) < β < β (2)

B (Ω) and one stable state outside this range
[10], with

β (1,2)
B =

2
27

[

1+9Ω−2∓
(

1−3Ω−2)3/2
]

. (16)

At β (1)
B andβ (2)

B the stable states with large and smallQ2 + P2, respectively (large
and small vibration amplitudes), merge with the saddle state (saddle-node bifurca-
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tion). The values ofQ,P at the bifurcation points 1, 2 are

QB = β−1/2
B YB(YB −1), PB = β−1/2

B Ω−1YB (YB = Q2
B + P2

B), (17)

with

Y (1,2)
B =

1
3

[

2± (1−3Ω−2)1/2
]

. (18)

In the absence of fluctuations the dynamics of a classical system near a saddle-
node bifurcation point is controlled by one slow variable [30]. In our case it can
be found by expandingKQ,P in δQ = Q−QB, δP = P−PB, and the distance to
the bifurcation pointη = β −βB. The functionKP does not contain linear terms in
δQ,δP. Then, from (13),P slowly varies in time for smallδQ,δP,η .

On the other hand

KQ ≈−2Ω−1(δQ−aBδP) , aB = Ω(2YB −1). (19)

Therefore the relaxation time ofQ is Ω/2, it does not depend on the distance to the
bifurcation point. As a consequence,Q follows P adiabatically, i.e., over time∼ Ω
it adjusts to the instantaneous value ofP.

4 Metastable Decay near a Bifurcation Point

The adiabatic approximation can be applied also to fluctuating systems, and as we
show it allows finding the rate of metastable decay. The approach is well known for
classical systems described by the Fokker-Planck equation[31]. It can be extended
to the quantum problem by factoringρW into a normalized Gaussian distribution
overδ Q̃ = δQ− aBδP and a functionρ̄W (δP) that describes the distribution over
δP,

ρW ≈ const×exp

[

−2
(δQ−aBδP)2

λ (2n̄+1)
(

1+ a2
B

)

]

ρ̄W (δP).

In the spirit of the adiabatic approximation,ρ̄W can be calculated disregarding small
fluctuations ofδ Q̃. Formally, one obtains an equation for̄ρW by substituting the
factorized distribution into the full kinetic equation (11) and integrating overδ Q̃.
This gives

˙̄ρW ≈ ∂P [ρ̄W ∂PU + λDB∂Pρ̄W ] , (20)

whereU andD have the form

U =
1
3

b(δP)3−
1
2

β−1/2
B ηδP, η = β −βB,
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DB = Ω−1
[(

n̄+
1
2

)

+
1
2

κph(1−YB)

]

(21)

with

b =
1
2

β 1/2
B Ω2(3YB −2).

In (20), (21) we kept only the lowest order terms inδP,β −βB,λ . In particular we
dropped the term−λ 2QB∂ 3

P ρ̄W /4 which comes from the operatorL̂(2) in Eq. (11).
One can show that, for typical|δP| ∼ |η |1/2, this term leads to corrections∼ η ,λ
to ρ̄W .

Eq. (20) has a standard form of the equation for classical diffusion in a potential
U(δP), with diffusion coefficientλDB. However, in the present case the diffusion
is due to quantum processes and the diffusion coefficient is∝ h̄ for T → 0.

4.1 Scaling of the Rate of Metastable Decay

For ηb > 0 the potentialU (21) has a minimum and a maximum. They correspond
to the stable and saddle states of the oscillator, respectively. The distributionρW has
a diffusion-broadened peak at the stable state. Diffusion also leads to escape from
the stable state, i.e., to metastable decay. The decay rateW is given by the Kramers
theory [13],

W = Ce−RA/λ , RA =
21/2|η |3/2

3DB|b|1/2β 3/4
B

, (22)

with prefactorC = π−1(bη/2)1/2β−1/4
B |δω | (in unscaled timet).

The rate (22) displays activation dependence on the effective Planck constant
λ . The characteristic quantum activation energyRA scales with the distance to the
bifurcation pointη = β −βB asη3/2. This scaling is independent of temperature.
However, the factorDB in RA displays a characteristicT dependence. In the absence
of dephasing we haveDB = 1/2Ω for n̄ ≪ 1, whereasDB = kT/h̄ω0Ω for n̄ ≫ 1.
In the latter case the expression forW coincides with the result [17].

In the limit Ω ≫ 1 the activation energy (22) for the small-amplitude state has
the same form as in the range ofβ still close but further away from the bifurcation
point, where the distance between quasienergy levels largely exceeds their width
[23]. We note that the rate of tunneling decay for this state is exponentially smaller.
The tunneling is shown by the dashed line in the right panel ofFig. 2. The tunneling
exponent for constant quasienergy scales asη5/4 [18, 32], which is parametrically
larger thanη3/2 for smallη [for comparison, for a particle in a cubic potential (21)
the tunneling exponent in the strong-damping limit scales as η [21]].

For the large-amplitude state the quantum activation energy (22) displays differ-
ent scaling from that further away from the bifurcation point, whereRA ∝ β 1/2 for
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Ω ≫ 1 [23]. For this state we therefore expect a scaling crossover to occur with
varyingβ .

5 Parametrically Modulated Oscillator

The approach to decay of vibrational states can be extended to a parametrically
modulated oscillator that displays parametric resonance.The Hamiltonian of such
an oscillator is

H0(t) =
1
2

p2 +
1
2

q2[

ω2
0 + F cos(ωF t)

]

+
1
4

γq4 . (23)

When the modulation frequencyωF is close to 2ω0 the oscillator may have two
stable states of vibrations at frequencyωF/2 (period-two states) shifted in phase by
π [10]. For F ≪ ω2

0 the oscillator dynamics is characterized by the dimensionless
frequency detuningµ , effective Planck constantλ , and relaxation timeζ ,

µ =
ωF(ωF −2ω0)

F
, λ =

3|γ|h̄
FωF

, ζ =
F

2ωFΓ
. (24)

As before,λ will be the small parameter of the theory.
Parametric excitation requires that the modulation be sufficiently strong,ζ > 1.

For suchζ the bifurcation values ofµ are

µ (1,2)
B = ∓(1− ζ−2)1/2, ζ > 1. (25)

If γ > 0, as we assume, forµ < µ (1)
B the oscillator has one stable state; the amplitude

of vibrations atωF/2 is zero. Asµ increases and reachesµ (1)
B this state becomes

unstable and there emerge two stable period two states, which are close in phase

space for smallµ − µ (1)
B (a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation). These states remain

stable for largerµ . In addition, whenµ reachesµ (2)
B the zero-amplitude state also

becomes stable (a subcritical pitchfork bifurcation). Thecaseγ < 0 is described by
replacingµ →−µ .

The classical fluctuation-free dynamics forµ close toµB is controlled by one
slow variable [30]. The analysis analogous to that for the resonant case shows that,
in the Wigner representation, fluctuations are described byone-dimensional diffu-
sion in a potential, which in the present case is quartic in the slow variable. The

probabilityW of switching between the period-two states for smallµ −µ (1)
B and the

decay probability of the zero-amplitude state for smallµ − µ (2)
B have the form

W = Cexp(−RA/λ ), RA = |µB|η2/2(2n̄+1), η = µ − µB (26)
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(µB = µ (1,2)
B ). The correspondingprefactors areC(2)

B = 2C(1)
B = 21/2π−1Γ ζ 2|µB||µ−

µB|. Interestingly, dephasing does not affect the decay rate, to the lowest order in
µ − µB. This is a remarkable feature of quantum activation near bifurcation points
at parametric resonance.

From (26), at parametric resonance the quantum activation energyRA scales with
the distance to the bifurcation point asη2. In the limit ζ ≫ 1 the same expression
as (26) describes switching between period-two states still close but further away
from the bifurcation point, where the distance between quasienergy levels largely
exceeds their width. In contrast, the exponent for tunneling decay in this case scales
asη3/2 [24].

6 Balanced Dynamical Bridge for Quantum Measurements

Dynamic bistability of a resonantly driven oscillator can be used for quantum mea-
surements in yet another way, which is based on a balanced bridge approach. As
a consequence of interstate transitions there is ultimately formed a stationary dis-
tribution over coexisting stable states of forced vibrations. The ratio of the state
populationsw1,w2 is

w1/w2 = W21/W12 ∝ exp[−(RA2−RA1)/λ ], (27)

whereWmn is the switching ratem → n. For most parameter values|RA1−RA2|≫ λ ,
and then only one state is predominantly occupied. However,for a certain relation
betweenβ andΩ , whereRA1 ≈ RA2, the populations of the two states become equal
to each other. This is a kinetic phase transition [33]. A number of unusual effects
related to this transition have been observed in recent experiments for the case where
fluctuations were dominated by classical noise [9, 34, 35].

In the regime of the kinetic phase transition the oscillatoracts as a balanced
dynamical bridge: the populations are almost equal with no perturbation, but any
perturbation that imbalances the activation energies leads to a dramatic change of
w1,2, making one of them practically equal to zero and the other to1. Such a change
can be easily detected using, for example, the same detection technique as in the
bifurcation amplifier regime. An interesting application of a bridge is measurement
of the statistics of white noise in quantum devices. The Gaussian part of the noise
does not move a classical oscillator away from the kinetic phase transition. In con-
trast, the non-Gaussian part, which is extremely importantand extremely hard to
measure, does, and therefore can be quantitatively characterized.
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7 Discussion of Results

It follows from the above results that, both for resonant andparametric modulation,
close to bifurcation points decay of metastable vibrational states occurs via quan-
tum activation. The quantum activation energyRA scales with the distance to the
bifurcation pointη asRA ∝ ηξ , with ξ = 3/2 for resonant driving andξ = 2 for
parametric resonance. The activation energyRA is smaller than the tunneling expo-
nent. Near bifurcation points these quantities become parametrically different and
scale as different powers ofη , with the scaling exponent for tunneling (5/4 and 3/2
for resonant driving and parametric resonance, respectively) being always smaller
than for quantum activation.

The exponent of the decay rateRA/λ displays a characteristic dependence on
temperature. In the absence of dephasing, forkT ≫ h̄ω0 we have standard thermal
activation,RA ∝ 1/T . The low-temperature limit is described by the same expression
with kT replaced bȳhω0/2.

Our results show that quantum activation is a characteristic quantum feature of
metastable decay of vibrational states. Activated decay may not be eliminated by
lowering temperature. It imposes a limit on the sensitivityof bifurcation amplifiers
based on modulated Josephson oscillators used for quantum measurements [11, 12].
At the same time, an advantageous feature of dynamically bistable detectors is that
they can be conveniently controlled by changing the amplitude and frequency of the
modulating signal. Therefore the value of the activation energy may be increased
by adjusting these parameters. Another advantageous feature of these detectors,
which has made them so attractive, is that they operate at high frequency and have
a small response time, which can also be controlled. The results of this work apply
to currently studied Josephson junctions, where quantum regime is within reach.
They apply also to nano- and micromechanical resonators that can be used for high-
sensitivity measurements in the regime of a balanced dynamical bridge.
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